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new elements with which he may supplemenfjfhis ex-
perience. As Mr Sturge Moore writes, "when an authct*
will go only where he wants to, he says good-bye to all
felicities of language, which depend on his obedience to
the suggestions of words".1 The new-come word, which
is approved because (for reasons, perhaps, obscure to the
poet himself) it feels right, introduces a slight, subtle
but permeating change, and thus the poet may reach his
goal after a score of deviations from the course that
originally seemed to be marked out.  As the poem gets
itself written, the attention of the poet is increasingly
transferred from the first impelling experience to the
divergent experience which he is creating through the
words. For this latter experience becomes more and more
prophetic of its end, and, as it does so, its demands become
more clear and more insistent, just as the last strokes of
a painter's brush are dictated, not by the landscape as he
first saw and felt it, but by all that he has come to feel in
the form and colour on his canvas. Here again, then, the
final experience is a new creation, not communicating
anything that exists apart from itself.
The only case that gives rise to difficulty is found
where the words of the poem are so unobtrusive that they
seem to the reader to be transparencies, through which
he sees the poet expressing what he feels apart from them.
The simplicity of art is sometimes deceptive, but Is It.
always so ? Many people, contemplating in bereavement
the memories private to themselves, have found the sum
of their sorrow implied in the poignant feeling of differ-'1'
ence. "But she is in her grave, and oh, The differ-.;1
eace to me!"—did not Wordsworth experience , that1,
* Armmirfor Affoodite, p. 66.

